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Intuitive Controller for IED Interrogation Claw 

 
Overview 
The United States Army tries daily to find ways to make searching for Improvised 
Explosive Devices (IED) safer.  The Army has Route Clearance Vehicles which 
interrogate suspected IEDs along the road using crane arms allowing soldiers to 
dig, inspect, and pick up the existing IEDs without being outside of the vehicle.  
The current controller for these crane arms consists of 8 toggle switches which move 
each specified motor of the crane and requires extensive training in order to operate 
it proficiently.   
 
Objectives 
The goal of this project is to design and fabricate the control device with fully integrated electronics to 
control a scale model crane system.  Edgewood Chemical Biological Center provided a scale model 
crane arm with articulating claw.  
 
Approach 
 Visited the sponsors cite to get a better understanding of the controller they currently have.  
 Gathered a list of requirements needed to design the controller. 
 Researched current patients such as the one already being used, Wii remotes, and Xbox controllers  
 Brainstormed ideas with and without joysticks that were easy to function with one hand.  
 Developed first idea then developed Solid Works models and received feedback from sponsor. 
 Developed second idea again developing a Solid works model, and then received positive feedback 

from sponsor. 
 Had large pieces of controller rapid prototyped by sponsor 
 Fabricated controller and added it to the rapid prototype pieces received from sponsor. 
 Added in necessary wiring and wired to given circuitry. 
 Tested controller with model crane arm. 
 Final prototype was shown to sponsor, public, and professor during design showcase at the end of 

the semester. 
 
Outcomes 
Feedback from sponsor: 
 The current controller costs about 

$3500 where our final design only cost 
about $1000 

 The controller designed easily 
manipulates all 7 degrees of freedom in 
a more intuitive way. 

 This controller proved to be much easier 
to use and follows the motion of the 
human movement. 

 Controller can easily be used with one 
hand. 


